RESOLUTION #1

Of The
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY BILLINGS
SUPPORTING THE CITY COLLEGE INITIATIVE PROJECT
IN CONJUNCTION WITH FACILITIES SERVICES

WHERAS ASMSUB Senate recognizes that the mechanical systems at the City College Technology Building have exceeded 35 years of use and are far beyond their usable service life set forth by ASHRAE guidelines;

WHERAS ASMSUB Senate recognizes that the cost and frequency of repairs are increasing and parts to repair the mechanical systems are becoming increasingly more expensive and unavailable as they are being phased out by new technology;

WHERAS ASMSUB Senate recognizes that energy efficiency of existing equipment is far below current guidelines and updated equipment will bring the City College Technology Building up to standards that will lead to reduced energy consumption and more savings;

THEREFORE LET IT BE RESOLVED that the Associated Students of Montana State University Billings supports Facilities Services City College Energy Initiative Project and the replacement of current mechanical systems residing at the City College Technology Building with equipment that meets 2013 ASHRAE guidelines at the City College.

Dated this 14th day of August, 2013

Members voting in favor   6
Members voting against    0
Members voting in abstention  0

Ryan Shore, ASMSUB President